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The electronic structure of thin films of FeTe grown on Bi2Te3 is investigated using angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy and first principles calculations. As a
comparison, data from cleaved bulk Fe1.08Te taken under the same experimental conditions is also
presented. Due to the substrate and thin film symmetry, FeTe thin films grow on Bi2Te3 in three
domains, rotated by 0◦, 120◦, and 240◦. This results in a superposition of photoemission intensity
from the domains, complicating the analysis. However, by combining bulk and thin film data, it
is possible to partly disentangle the contributions from three domains. We find a close similarity
between thin film and bulk electronic structure and an overall good agreement with first principles
calculations, assuming a p-doping shift of 65 meV for the bulk and a renormalization factor of around
2. By tracking the change of substrate electronic structure upon film growth, we find indications of
an electron transfer from the FeTe film to the substrate. No significant change of the film’s electronic
structure or doping is observed when alkali atoms are dosed onto the surface. This is ascribed to the
film’s high density of states at the Fermi energy. This behavior is also supported by the ab-initio
calculations.
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of unconventional superconductivity in
iron-based superconductors (SCs) has attracted consider-
able attention in the physics community in recent years,
especially the notion of high temperature superconduc-
tivity in these systems [1, 2]. Iron chalcogenides are par-
ticularly interesting as a model system for iron-based SCs
because of their simple crystal structure and because of
the recent discovery of high-temperature interfacial su-
perconductivity in FeSe single layers on SrTiO3 [3, 4].
The key ingredients for high temperature superconduc-
tivity in iron chalcogenides are so far unknown and it is
discussed if phonons [5], magnetic fluctuations [6], two-
dimensional effects [7, 8] or charge doping [9, 10] are re-
sponsible.
Thin layers of iron chalcogenides are particularly in-
teresting, not only because of the possibility of high-
temperature interfacial superconductivity [3] but also be-
cause of the ease of doping, either by the interface or by
chemical doping [11]. So far, the focus has been on thin
films of FeSe, a system which is also superconducting in
the bulk [12–14], while little work has been performed
on FeTe layers, a compound which is not a bulk SC. On
the other hand, Fermi surface topology suggests that, in
the regime of chemically doping to the optimum carrier
density, FeTe has stronger superconducting pairing than
FeSe and, if the same mechanisms apply in both ma-
terials, it is predicted that FeTe has a higher TC than
FeSe [15]. Moreover, thin film FeTe grown on the topo-
logical insulator Bi2Te3 [16, 17] shows an energy gap in-
dicative of superconductivity below 6 K [18], in contrast
to the non-superconducting bulk phase. This is particu-
larly interesting, since interfaces of s-wave superconduc-
tors with topological insulators are predicted to resemble
spin-less px-py superconductors that may support Majo-
rana bound states in vortices [19].
Here we present a study of thin FeTe layers grown on
Bi2Te3 [18, 20] by a combination of scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM), angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) and first principle calculations. Since
thin film FeTe grows in three domains on the hexago-
nal substrate, the domain-averaged electronic structure
measured by ARPES is difficult to disentangle. However,
the results can be understood using ARPES data from
high-quality bulk Fe1.08Te single crystals taken under the
same experimental conditions, which mostly confirm pre-
vious ARPES measurements of bulk single crystals [21–
23]. Finally, we investigate the possibility of doping the
thin film FeTe by alkali adsorption.
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2EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
METHODS
Thin film preparation
Bi2Te3 crystals synthesized using a Stockbarger
method as described in Ref. [18], were cleaved in ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) to obtain a clean surface. After-
wards, Fe was deposited from an electron beam evapo-
rator onto the Bi2Te3 surface at room temperature and
subsequently annealed for 30 min at 588 K. In this growth
mode, part of the Te of the topmost quintuple layer (QL)
consisting of the five atomic sublayers (Te-Bi-Te-Bi-Te)
reacts with the deposited Fe resulting in the formation of
FeTe layers of different thickness at the surface [18, 20].
The topmost Bi2Te3 QLs are thereby partly fractured,
as shown for annealed Bi2Te3 in the supplementary ma-
terial of [24]. This results in FeTe layers embedded into
the topmost Bi2Te3 QLs. The same growth behavior is
observed for the growth of FeSe on Bi2Se3 [13, 14].
Rb atom deposition on the thin films has been carried
out by resistance heating of a (SAES) alkali metal dis-
penser facing the sample surface at a sample temperature
of 90 K. The coverage was calibrated by the ratio of the
Rb/Te core level photoemission intensities.
Bulk crystal growth and surface preparation
High-quality Fe1+yTe single crystals were synthesized
using the flux method [25] where the excess Fe ratio y
was kept as low as possible. The measured composi-
tion of the crystals using single crystal X-ray diffraction
resulted in y ≈ 8%. Fe1.08Te crystals were cleaved in
UHV. Note that Fe1+xTe exhibits a magneto-structural
phase transition at a Ne´el temperature of TN =60-70 K
[26, 27], depending on the amount of excess Fe, separat-
ing the paramagnetic tetragonal (>TN ) and the antifer-
romagnetic monoclinic (<TN ) phase [28]. Angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and scanning tun-
neling microscopy (STM) data were acquired at tempera-
tures of 90 K and 32 K, respectively, i.e. above and below
TN . However, in terms of atomic resolution STM data,
which are acquired with a non-magnetic tip, no differ-
ence is observable between the paramagnetic tetragonal
and antiferromagnetic-monoclinic phase, due to the very
similar lattice constants of the two phases.
STM
The STM measurements were performed with a home-
built variable temperature STM [29, 30] located in the
UHV system used for the FeTe thin film preparation.
The tip and sample were cooled down to 32 K. The
presented STM topographies were recorded in constant-
current mode, using a tunneling current (It) and sample
bias (Vs).
Density Function Theory
Density function theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed within the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) [31] using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Pack-
age (VASP) [32] and the projector augmented wave
(PAW) [33, 34] basis sets. We considered the tetrago-
nal phase of stoichiometric FeTe with the lattice param-
eters from Ref. 35, i.e. a = 3.8A˚ , c = 6.5A˚ and the
height of the Te atoms below/above the Fe planes being
hTe = 1.75A˚. The Brillouin zone integrations were per-
formed with the tetrahedron method on k-meshes of size
17× 17× 17.
Clearly, electronic correlation effects affect electronic
spectral functions in FeTe as can be seen e.g. from dy-
namical mean field theory simulations of this material
[36, 37]. Furthermore, the shape of the Fermi surface
and the DFT band structures are quite strongly lattice
geometry dependent in FeTe [15, 35, 38], which is similar
to the case of FeSe [39]. Here, the DFT calculations serve
as qualitative guide to the ARPES spectra, and we “fit”
them to the bulk ARPES data by choosing the above
mentioned geometry, by applying a renormalization fac-
tor of ≈ 2 to the bandwidth and by shifting the Fermi
level.
ARPES
ARPES data and low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) images were acquired at the SGM3 beamline of
the ASTRID2 synchrotron light source [40] at a temper-
ature of 90 K. The energy and angular resolution were
better than 25 meV and 0.2◦, respectively. The sample
orientation was determined by LEED.
RESULTS
Electronic structure of bulk crystals
We start with a presentation of the experimental and
theoretical results for bulk Fe1.08Te, as this will serve
as an introduction into the properties of the materials
and is necessary to understand the properties of the
thin films. The FeTe structural polymorph of interest
here has the layered PbO-crystal structure (space group
P4/nmm), two layers of which are shown in Fig. 1(a).
The bulk Brillouin zone (BZ) is shown in Fig. 1(c). The
three-dimensional character of the crystal structure is fre-
quently ignored and the system is treated as essentially
3two-dimensional. For the two-dimensional lattice, two
different choices of the unit cell are common (Fig. 1(b)):
The crystallographically correct one contains two Fe and
two Te atoms, one above and one below the plane of Fe
atoms. The corresponding BZ is often referred to as the
“folded” or “2-Fe” BZ . A smaller choice of unit cell con-
tains only one Fe atom; it is the same unit cell that would
be obtained ignoring the Te atoms altogether. The corre-
sponding BZ is called the “unfolded” or “1-Fe” BZ (Fig.
1(d)). In the remainder of the paper, we only use the
larger unit cell and the folded BZ. Moreover, it turns out
that the view of FeTe as nearly two-dimensional is inad-
equate for the description of the electronic structure and
we will take the fully three-dimensional band structure
into account. Thus, instead of denoting the centre, cor-
ner and edge high symmetry points as Γ, M and X, we
label these as points in the (projected) surface BZ and
denote them by Γ¯, M¯ and X¯ corresponding to the bulk
Γ− Z, M −A and X −R lines, respectively.
Fig. 1(e) and (f) show the calculated bulk Fermi
surface and band structure, respectively. By compari-
son to the band structure calculation, the Fermi surface
elements can be identified as hole pockets around the
zone centre and electron pockets around the zone cor-
ner. It is clearly seen that some Fermi surface elements
are “warped” cylinders, suggesting a non-negligible dis-
persion of the band structure along kz. The most ex-
treme case of this is the innermost hole pocket around Γ
which forms a closed feature in the kz direction. Other
elements are merely cylindrical, consistent with a quasi
two-dimensional character of the material. The results
agree well with earlier band structure calculations for this
system employing the same lattice parameters [35]. Note
that the Fermi level in the calculation, indicated by the
light blue line in Fig. 1(f), does not necessarily have to
coincide with the Fermi level in the experiment.
Prior to collecting data with ARPES, the sample was
aligned using LEED. The inset of Fig. 2(a) is a typical
diffraction pattern showing the square of the surface re-
ciprocal lattice. Note that the most intense spots are ac-
companied by weaker satellites that are ascribed to the
existence of several slightly differently oriented crystal-
lites within the probing area of the electron beam (di-
ameter of ≈1 mm). When ARPES data are collected,
care was taken to centre the light spot (horizontal size of
≈150 µm) on a single of these crystallites and to remain
at this position during the angle scan.
The ARPES photoemission intensity integrated in a
120 meV window around the Fermi energy and along high
symmetry directions in the surface BZ is shown in Fig. 2.
We choose to number equivalent high-symmetry points in
reciprocal space. Γ¯0 stands for normal emission whereas
the other Γ¯n points lie in neighboring surface BZs. The
ARPES features of (almost) stoichiometric FeTe are very
broad at this temperature with no sharp quasiparticle
peaks near the Fermi level, consistent with earlier find-
ings from this system [21–23]. Note that this situation
is drastically different for many other iron-based super-
conductors for which sharp quasiparticle peaks can be
observed [41], even for FeTe when 10% of the Te atoms
are substituted by Se. A possible origin for this markedly
strong difference between FeTe and other iron based su-
perconductors are strong correlations and proximity of
FeTe to an orbitally selective Mott transition [36]. Fur-
thermore, strong matrix element effects permit the ob-
servation of certain bands only for specific polarization
conditions [21, 42]. Hence not all DFT-predicted bands
can be expected to be observed for one fixed light polar-
ization here. An interesting aspect is that the observable
features also strongly dependent on the BZ probed, as
seen especially well in the Fermi contour of Fig. 2(a).
In the first BZ, one observes broad features around the
Γ¯0 and X¯ points, whereas more details are visible in the
FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Side view of the PbO-crystal struc-
ture of FeTe. (b) Top view of a single layer of FeTe, indicating
Te below and above the Fe plane. Dashed green and dashed
purple squares represent the unfolded (1-Fe) and folded (2-Fe)
unit cells, respectively. (c) Bulk BZ. (d) Unfolded (dashed
green) and folded (dashed purple) BZ for a single layer of
FeTe. (e) Calculated bulk Fermi surface. (f) Calculated bulk
band structure along high symmetry directions. The light
blue line indicates the Fermi level of the calculation.
4neighboring zones, especially around Γ¯1, Γ¯2 and M¯1. As
the band topography is clearer in the second BZ we per-
form the following analysis there.
Detailed plots of the photoemission intensity along
high-symmetry directions are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (d)
with the corresponding curvature plots [43] in Fig. 2(c)
and (e). The calculations of Fig. 1(f) have been superim-
posed on the data. When taking the three-dimensional
nature of the electronic structure into account, it has to
be emphasized that the component of the crystal momen-
tum perpendicular to the surface, kz, is not conserved in
FIG. 2: (Color online) ARPES results from bulk Fe1.08Te.
(a) Constant energy contour acquired at hν = 65 eV by in-
tegrating the spectral weight in a 120 meV window around
the Fermi energy. The purple dashed squares visualize the
projected Fe1.08Te first and second bulk BZs with their high
symmetry points (marked by small purple circles). The inset
shows the LEED pattern used to determine the sample ori-
entation (Ekin=128 eV). (b) Photoemission intensity along
the Γ¯1-M¯1-Γ¯2 directions and (c) the corresponding curvature
plot. The solid red and green lines are the first principles cal-
culations for the dispersion along Γ-M -X and Z-A-R, respec-
tively. The calculations have been renormalized by a factor
of ≈ 2 and shifted to align best with the experimental data.
The light blue line indicates the Fermi level of the first prin-
ciple calculations and the dashed black and white lines the
Fermi level of the photoemission and curvature data, respec-
tively. (d), (e) Photoemission intensity and curvature along
the Γ¯1-M¯1-X¯1-Γ¯1 directions.
.
the photoemission process and it is therefore not known,
to which value of kz the observed dispersion corresponds.
Moreover, kz of the initial state can not be expected to
be constant in a scan covering several surface BZs at
a constant photon energy. This is not a severe limita-
tion for many of the electronic bands that are nearly
two-dimensional. However, in order to take this possibil-
ity into account, we show a plot of the calculated band
structure from both the middle plane of the bulk BZ
(along Γ-M-X, red solid line) and along the BZ bound-
ary (along Z-A-R, green solid line). By comparing these
dispersions, it becomes immediately clear which bands
show a pronounced three-dimensional character with a
strong dispersion perpendicular to the FeTe planes: Such
three-dimensional character is reflected in significant dif-
ferences between the red and the green bands. A clearly
three-dimensional feature is the innermost hole pocket
around the Γ¯ point that is only visible as a red band. This
behavior is consistent with the dxz/dyz orbital character
of this band [42]. Other features, on the other hand,
are nearly two-dimensional, as seen by the very simi-
lar dispersion in the red and green bands, for example
those forming the electron pockets around M¯ and also the
camel-back shaped band near Γ¯ with a binding energy of
≈250 meV. These two-dimensional bands are expected to
appear narrower in the ARPES data because the uncer-
tainty in kz, and the accompanying broadening, does not
affect them. They are thus particularly useful for align-
ing the calculated and measured band structures. Here,
the best visual agreement is obtained when the calcula-
tions are renormalized by a factor of ≈2 and shifted by
65 meV. The need of a similar renormalization of DFT-
calculated bands and ARPES results has been observed
before and was assigned to correlation effects [21]. The
required shift is in line with a net hole doping of our
Fe1.08Te crystals, while, however, many-body renormal-
izations are expected to be orbitally dependent [36] and
contributions from such correlation effects could also re-
sult in an effective shift of certain spectral features.
Some features predicted by the calculations are di-
rectly seen in the raw ARPES data, for example the
band forming a hole pocket state around Γ¯1. Indeed,
this hole pocket is also seen in photoemission intensity
at the Fermi level in Fig. 2(a), whereas it cannot be ob-
served very clearly around normal emission at Γ¯0. This
does not only illustrate the role of matrix elements in this
compound but also the importance of using the crystal-
lographically correct “folded” BZ, as a unit cell based on
merely the iron atoms could not necessarily be expected
to show a hole pocket at this position. Other structures
in the data can only be identified in the curvature plots,
e.g. the bottom of the bands forming the electron pock-
ets around M¯ . Closer to the Fermi energy, however, the
bands forming these electron pockets are too weak to be
observed. The strong photoemission intensity along the
X¯1 − Γ¯1 direction is probably due to multiple bands.
5The photoemission intensity at the Fermi level shows
a pronounced feature near the X¯ points, which does not
correspond to any band of the calculated Fermi surface.
This has also been observed in other ARPES measure-
ments of FeTe [21, 23], and also in Ref. [22] if the surface
BZ in that work is rotated by 45◦ (as already pointed out
in Ref. [23]). The dispersion in Fig. 2(d) suggests that
this feature could stem from the very intense and broad
band at higher binding energy.
Atomic and electronic structure of thin films
Using Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 as substrates for the growth
of high-quality FeTe and FeSe films, respectively, is a
well-established approach [13, 14, 18, 20, 44] but the
combination of the rectangular FeTe and the hexagonal
Bi2Te3 surface lattice gives rise to three different rota-
tional domains of the thin film with respect to the sub-
strate. These different rotational domains can be studied
individually by STM, as seen in Fig. 4. A surface av-
eraging technique such as ARPES probes all rotational
domains within the beam spot simultaneously, rendering
the interpretation of the data more difficult. This is a
known effect for similar systems, such as FeSe layers that
are grown on graphene on SiC [8]. In the following, we
show how to partly disentangle the photoemission data
from different domains, guided by information from bulk
single crystals obtained above, such that a comparison to
calculations becomes feasible.
Fig. 3 shows the surface structure of the FeTe/Bi2Te3
system probed by ARPES as seen by STM. Fig. 3(a) is
an overview scan in which FeTe islands of varying appar-
ent height are surrounded by the Bi2Te3 substrate. The
height profile along the solid line in (a) is shown in Fig.
3(b) and indicates the different apparent heights of the
FeTe layers. The FeTe layers having apparent heights
of 1.4±0.1 A˚ and 3.7±0.1 A˚ above the Bi2Te3 surface,
which is much shallower than the thickness of a single
UC of bulk FeTe of 6.25 A˚ [45], are most probably em-
bedded into the topmost Bi2Te3 QL, as illustrated by the
sketch of the layers in Fig. 3(b). This strongly indicates
that sublayers of the topmost Bi2Te3 QL are incorporated
into the FeTe layer during the growth process. The irreg-
ularly shaped rough islands indicated by Bi in Fig. 3(a)
exhibit an apparent height of 4.8 ± 0.1 A˚. Considering
the matching apparent height 4.7 A˚ of a single Bi bilayer
on Bi2Te3 [46], these islands are presumably composed
of remaining Bi from the growth reaction. The FeTe lay-
ers grown ontop of the embedded FeTe layers have an
apparent height of 6.4± 0.1 A˚ in close agreement to the
thickness of a single UC of bulk FeTe. While the over-
all FeTe thin film covers ∼ 70%, these ontop FeTe lay-
ers cover ∼ 10% of the total surface area. However, we
cannot exclude that there are additional layers of FeTe
hidden below the embedded FeTe layers.
Fig. 4 shows an atomically resolved image of the bare
Bi2Te3 and two neighboring embedded FeTe islands, re-
vealing their local atomic structure. The orientation of
the FeTe islands can be readily identified by the atomic
rows of top-layer atoms. The direction of the rows is in-
dicated by the dashed lines for the two domains in Fig.
4. Due to the simultaneously imaged atomic structure
of the surrounding Bi2Te3 (yellow dashed lines), the ori-
entation of the domains with respect to the substrate is
also evident. We can therefore conclude, that there are
three rotational domains of the FeTe layers grown on the
Bi2Te3 whose lattices are rotated by 120
◦ with respect
to each other.
Fig. 5(a) shows the photoemission intensity at the
Fermi energy of thin film FeTe on Bi2Te3, obtained with
a photon energy of hν = 65 eV and integrated in a
120 meV window around the Fermi level. The main fea-
tures observed are an enhanced intensity at normal emis-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Constant current STM image of the
FeTe film on Bi2Te3 sample investigated by ARPES. The line
profile plotted in (b) indicates the height information along
the solid line in (a). The FeTe layers are illustrated by a color
corresponding to the color of the respective surface area in
(a). Tunneling parameters: (a) Vs =-400 mV, It =100 pA.
6sion (Γ¯0), a ring with a radius of ≈0.8 A˚−1 around the
origin and a second ring at ≈1.7 A˚−1 containing cross-
like features strongly reminiscent of the photoemission
intensity around Γ¯1 in Fig. 2(a). As we shall see below,
the observed structures can all be understood in terms
of the electronic structure of bulk Fe1.08Te.
The presence of rotational domains is expected to af-
fect the observed photoemission intensity away from the
Γ¯0 point because of the incoherent superposition of pho-
toemission intensity from these domains. The FeTe BZs
corresponding to the domain orientations are indicated
by the dashed lines in Fig. 5(a). The observed Fermi
level intensity map from the thin film can be constructed
using data from the bulk sample: Fig.5(b) shows the cor-
responding photoemission intensity from bulk Fe1.08Te,
acquired under the same conditions (same data set as
in Fig. 2(a) with a partly saturated greyscale). The
main features of the bulk Fermi contour are all included
into the yellow 30◦ wedge. Rotating this wedge in steps
of 30◦, corresponding to the symmetry-equivalent direc-
tions of the differently colored surface BZs in Fig. 5(a),
yields the Fermi contour in Fig. 5(c) which is very similar
to the actual thin film result in Fig. 5(a).
Upon closer inspection, however, some differences be-
tween the bulk and thin film Fermi contour can be no-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Constant current STM image display-
ing bare Bi2Te3 (hexagonal lattice) and two different rota-
tional FeTe domains (square lattice) with atomic resolution.
The color scale is selected to separate the surface area of
Bi2Te3 (gray scale) from that of FeTe (colored). Black ar-
rows point to the grain boundary between the two rotational
domains. The orientation of the atomic lattices in each sur-
face area is marked by dashed lines (yellow for Bi2Te3, purple
and blue for FeTe). Tunneling parameters: Vs =-200 mV,
It =300 pA.
ticed. Especially clear are changes around the Γ¯1 point,
where the cross-like feature shows a clear “hole” in the
middle for the bulk crystal, consistent with the elliptical
Fermi contour expected from the presence of the pre-
dicted hole pocket. For the thin film Fermi contour this
“hole” is still observable but it is noticeably smaller. The
dispersion of the hole pockets in Fig. 1 indicates that a
smaller “hole” would correspond to a smaller amount of
p-doping in the film. However, in view of the material’s
three-dimensional character, the fact that only some of
the Fermi surface features can be observed and the intrin-
sically broad bands, a quantitative determination of the
doping is not possible. Finally, strain in the film could
also play a role [47].
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FIG. 5: (Color online) (a) Constant energy contour of thin
film FeTe acquired at hν = 65 eV by integrating the spectral
weight in a 120 meV window around the Fermi energy, reveal-
ing the orientations of thin film FeTe in three domains (120◦
to each other). The BZ of each orientation is represented by
a pink, purple or green dashed square, respectively, and with
Γ¯0, M¯1 and Γ¯1 indicated for the purple BZ. The high sym-
metry points of the purple BZ are marked by small purple
circles. (b),(c) Construction of the thin film FS: (b) Constant
energy contour of bulk Fe1.08Te from Fig. 2(a). The yellow
dashed 30◦ wedge indicates the area of the bulk FS used for
constructing the thin film FS. (c) With the marked area from
(b) the thin film FS is constructed by rotating this wedge in
steps of 30◦.
7An indirect way to address the doping of the FeTe film
is via the change of the substrate’s electronic structure
[13]. While the states from the underlying bulk Bi2Te3
are not observable for ARPES data collected at a pho-
ton energy of 65 eV, they are dominating the spectra for
hν=20 eV. Fig. 6 shows ARPES data taken at this pho-
ton energy for the as-cleaved surface of Bi2Te3 as well as
for the thin FeTe film on Bi2Te3. Data from the clean
surface in Fig. 6(a) and (c) reveals that the bulk samples
have the valence band maximum (and the Dirac point
of the topological surface state) very close to the Fermi
level, and the surface state’s dispersion thus in the un-
occupied states. Covering the surface with FeTe induces
a strong electron doping: Fig. 6(b) shows the strongly
warped hexagonal Fermi contour of the topological sur-
face state; the dispersion of the state is clearly visible in
Fig. 6(d). Indeed, the doping of the surface is sufficiently
strong to induce a Rashba-split two-dimensional electron
gas in the conduction band states [48, 49] and these give
rise to the inner Fermi contour in Fig. 6(d). The fea-
tures are not as well-defined as for alkali-doped pristine
topological insulator surfaces [50], presumably due to the
surface being covered by the FeTe film. The pronounced
substrate doping can be tracked by the intense V-like fea-
ture at higher binding energy which has been identified
as a surface state of clean Bi2Te3 [51]. While the disper-
sion is slightly modified when the surface is covered by
FeTe, it is still well-defined and shifted by ≈450 meV to
higher binding energies. Overall, these observations sup-
port the notion of a charge transfer from the FeTe film to
the substrate that leaves the film hole-doped. Note that
the situation is similar to that reported for FeSe films
on Bi2Se3 [13] where an almost equally large shift of the
substrate bands and the topological state was found.
An important conclusion from the present section is
that it is possible to interpret the photoemission data
from FeTe thin films, even in the presence of rotational
domains. While not every point in the BZ becomes ac-
cessible, the hole pockets around Γ¯ are clearly observed
in higher BZs, where they are also well-separated for the
different domains. Furthermore, a shift of the substrate’s
bands to higher binding energy is found, presumably
causing a hole doping of the film.
Doping of thin films
Finally, we study the effect of an intentional local dop-
ing on the electronic structure of the FeTe films. Fig.
7(a)-(c) show the thin film’s photoemission intensity in a
120 meV window around the Fermi energy for different
coverages of Rb atoms; Fig. 7(d)-(f) show the corre-
sponding dispersion around Γ¯1. Surprisingly, even a high
concentration of dopant atoms, with a coverage of∼10 %,
does not lead to any noticeable changes of the Fermi con-
tour. At the same time, all the features at higher binding
energy become noticeably broader.
Alkali atoms are frequently used for surface doping and
work function lowering due to the strongly ionic character
of the bonding at low coverages (see e.g. Ref. [52]). It is
therefore surprising that Rb adsorption does not lead to
an observable doping here. In the simplest one-electron
model, this behavior can be explained by the FeTe films’
high density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level. Our cal-
culations yield a DOS of approximately 5 eV−1 per unit
cell, i.e. 2.5 eV−1 per Fe atom. In a rigid band model,
even very strong electron doping on the order of 0.1 e
per Fe atom merely results in a doping-induced shift of
the band structure on the order of 40 meV. This shift is
obtained from DFT calculations considering an explicitly
electron-doped cell with additional 0.1 e per Fe atom, as
can be seen from Fig. 8. The figure also shows that the
Fermi surface topology and band structure remains un-
changed upon the amount of electron doping considered
here. Clearly, electron correlation or lattice relaxation
effects could alter this picture, particularly regarding de-
tails of the shape of Fermi surface. However, a high total
density of states very similar to the DFT total DOS is
also obtained in DMFT calculations [36].
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FIG. 6: (Color online) (a)(b) Photoemission intensity in a
3 meV window centred on the Fermi energy and (c)(d) dis-
persion along the K¯ − Γ¯− K¯ direction for as-cleaved Bi2Te3
and thin film FeTe on Bi2Te3, respectively (hν = 20 eV). The
red dashed line marks the bottom of the V-shaped surface
state dispersion, obtained by a fit through an energy distri-
bution curve in normal emission. The red arrows indicate
binding energy change of this surface state.
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induced shift despite of the heavy doping.
.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have combined electronic structure
investigations of cleaved bulk Fe1.08Te crystals with pre-
dominantly single layer FeTe films grown on Bi2Te3. Us-
ing the results for the bulk crystals as a guide for the
identification of electronic structure features in the thin
film, the difficulty of the simultaneous presence of three
rotational domains can be largely overcome. For this
purpose, it turns out to be especially useful to use data
taken around Γ¯1 in the second Brillouin zone. We find
a close similarity of bulk and thin film electronic struc-
ture. Due to a strongly photon energy-dependent photoe-
mission cross section for FeTe film and substrate states,
we are able to observe the change in the substrate band
structure upon growth of the FeTe film. We find an over-
all shift of the states to higher binding energy, suggesting
a charge transfer from the film to the substrate. Inten-
tional doping of the FeTe films by Rb adsorption leads
only to negligible shifts in the band structure, due to the
films’ high density of states at the Fermi level. Apart
from yielding results for the thin film system, the ap-
proach outlined here should be applicable for the ARPES
study of systems with multiple rotational domains.
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